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No player has been more synonymous with the glory years of Manchester United Football Club over

the past two decades than right-back Gary Neville. An Old Trafford regular since he attended his

first match at the age of six, captain of the brilliant 1992 FA Youth Cup-winning team that became

known as 'Fergie's Fledglings', outspoken representative of MUFC, Neville is the ultimate one-club

man. He has been at the heart of it all and, at the end of an amazing career, is now ready to tell it

all.Authoritative, insightful, fearless and never less than 100% honest, no-one has better credentials

for documenting the story of United under Sir Alex Ferguson. Neville reveals the behind-the-scenes

secrets of his early days with the likes of Giggs, Scholes and his best mate David Beckham; what it

was like to play with Cantona, Keane and Ronaldo; the Treble in 1999; and of course an entire

career of playing for the greatest manager in the game.Then there are all his experiences with

England, from being the youngest starter at Euro 96 when football came home, to the ups and

downs of five major championships and seven managers - Venables, Hoddle, Wilkinson, Keegan,

Eriksson, McClaren and Capello. There are opinions and analysis on Gazza, Rooney, WAGs and

the true story of the FA and Rio Ferdinand.For twenty glorious years, Gary Neville has worn his

heart on his sleeve. This is his story.
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His punditry on Sky is known as top notch, well read, nuanced and impeccably prepared. This book

is no different. And while not as funny or entertaining as the Savage and Gillespie books (this guy

was beyond professional) they come from a different place, perspective and operating level. In other

words, Gary operated, played and has the intellectual capacity that is beyond most footballers - and

this book makes that obvious without being so.

If you're looking for a book that covers secret gambling addictions, alcoholism, wags, groupies,

partying and all the clichÃƒÂ©s attached to the young modern day, multimillionaire footballer then

this book isn't for you. If you want to get an insight into what it takes to make it from the Sunday

leagues of Manchester to being the captain of Manchester United then there probably isn't a better

book. Gary describes the pivotal moments in his career with passion, emotion and detail and is

never shy from stating his opinions. Any Manchester United fan should thoroughly enjoy reading it.

I dont read a lot of books but this was an awesome and interesting read. Gary Neville shows what is

too be a True Red and how it feels for one of the young boys from the region to play for the biggest

club in the World. Gary has an amazing knowledge of the game and other aspects related to it,

which also makes a great TV Pundit. He covers all his years at United right from youth sqaud, thru

the treble, diasspointment with England, Fergies influence on his fliedligns, his friends and heroes

like becks, cantona, ronaldo, wazza.An Awesome and Must Read for all Football fans & true

Manchester United fans !

Gary Neville gives an honest report of his life & time at Manchester United.Very well writtenYou are

a legend & a RED!!!

Honest story told by one of the famous Class of 92. Gary is such an intelligent footballer and his

ability go read the game and observe his surroundings are shown in this engaging book. Excellent,

Gary Neville was a united regular for almost 20 years, and this book covers his time well. He offers

interesting insights into the players he played with, and isn't afraid to say things that might not be



well received. It is clear that he will never say a cross word about sir Alex however. He has a great

opinion on why England doesn't succeed on the international level, while their club teams are the

class of the world. All in all, it's a must read for the united faithful, and I would recommend for any

casual fan, or person just getting into the port, because Neville is truely a fan of the game.

Great book. Very intetesting. Gary was a great footballer and also a great personality. You can learn

a lot about the inside of a football team. The writing is enjoyable.

He was never my favourite player but I am very impressed with his autobiography. A warts and all

story from a person from a working class background who was loyal and totally dedicated to the one

club in his life. A frank and honest story from a man who got to the top by sheer dedication, his

family values and a hard working persona. This player with initially limited skills proves anything is

possible a good example to all aspiring youth or oldies
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